
Worksheet #13
Math 221

Instructions. Put the first and last name of everyone in your workgroup at the top of your
paper. Everyone is to do their own worksheet but only one from each group is graded with
the score shared. Be sure to show your work and explain your reasoning.

1. A lighthouse 10 miles directly off a straight shore is making 1 revolution every 2
minutes. What is a formula for the speed of the light beam at some point on the
shore? How fast is the beam moving as the light passes you if you’re standing on the
shore directly in front of the lighthouse?

2. A retention pond 30 feet deep is roughly shaped like a section of a right circular cone,
the bottom having radius 250 feet and the top having radius 300 feet. During a heavy
rain, the pond has overcome its discharge tube and risen to 24 feet deep and still rising
at a rate of about 2 inch/hour. If the rain doesn’t let up, when would you predict the
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pond to overflow its banks?

3. Radar Guns. Why do police put their radar guns near the road to detect speeders?
A radar gun works by determining the speed of the change of the distance between the
radar gun and the moving car, which can be used to determine the speed of the car.
If a radar gun is set a distance ρ miles from a straight and flat road, how accurately
does it detect ones actual speed if the car is 1

3
of a mile away (down the road)? How

close to the road should the radar be to ensure that it is accurate to within .5 of the
actual speed at this distance for speeds between 60 and 80 miles per hour?
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